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Q&A Kacific

Business as a force for
good
Christian Patouraux, CEO, Kacific

Kacific (www.kacific.com) provides high-quality
broadband access to the Pacific and Southeast Asia at a
cost that is affordable for customers in remote rural and
suburban areas. Recognized as the Satellite Project of
the Year at the Global Carrier Awards 2021, Kacific’s
COVID-19 Response project enabled the installation of
more than 200 terminals in Timor-Leste, Papua New
Guinea, Vanuatu, the Solomon Islands, the Philippines,
and Tonga. We reached out to CEO Christian Patouraux
to learn more about how delivering reliable connectivity
to underserved areas helps people and saves lives.
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Question: Kacific was incubated in 2013 by a group of experienced
satellite professionals who believe in “business as a force for good”;
what prompted the early team to come together at that moment and
how has the company evolved?
Christian Patouraux: We got together because we knew large pockets
of demand existed in Asia, Southeast Asia, the Pacific, and other parts of
the world that were not adequately served with reliable broadband. At
that time, nobody wanted to embrace that market because Broadcast
was still the bread and butter of the industry. We had a long road to
financing the company, specifying the satellite, and procuring the satellite
and ground systems, but after we launched Kacific1 in 2019, the market
responded extremely well.
In terms of “business as a force for good”, Kacific creates a bridge
between the capital markets that finance our infrastructure and those
areas that are in deep need of connectivity. Kacific leverages those

CommsBox a self-contained system that works with just one touch of a
button. Photo courtesy Kacific
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Digitizing Gateways

Women at Health Centre. Photo courtesy Kacific

markets to build a streamlined commercial infrastructure
that provides the right types of service to these areas at a
low-cost, high-quality, and high level of access.
That said, we believe that there is only one internet,
not one for the rich and another for the poor. Either you
provide the right quality of regular internet applications for
those end users who have limited spending power, or they
will simply not use it. By providing fundamental
connectivity, Kacific becomes a sort of public service to
those areas. We are enabling medical care, educating kids,
providing security, and connecting courts of justice as well
as police stations; we are saving lives. It’s a win/win
situation between the markets, the investors, and Kacific.
Question: Kacific Gigstarter is an elegant solution for
connecting people in remote locations; who uses it and
how are their lives transformed?
Christian Patouraux: Gigstarter answers the needs of the
developing world, particularly for those who don’t want to
commit over a long period, which equates to more than
95 percent of the mobile lines that are active in Indonesia,
the Philippines, Papua New Guinea, and other similar
locations. It is also suitable for regions where small internet
service providers don’t have the infrastructure or the
knowledge to package raw bandwidth coming from a
satellite.
What these small internet service providers want to do
is sell a broadband plan to the market. It is also suitable for
larger customers who want to test a sizeable deployment
of broadband in a particular region before buying bulk
satellite bandwidth.
So, we sell broadband plans to a licensed operator who
36
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sells that plan to the market and provides installation,
collection of funds, and the first line of troubleshooting, if
there is a need for that. We remain at arm’s length from
the market. We are still a wholesaler, but with Gigstarter
we are selling with a model that looks like a retail franchise.
The end customers for Gigstarter are mainly small and
medium enterprise offices, such as plantations and
government facilities. For example, in the Philippines, the
government purchases Gigstarter to connect many of their
schools, hospitals, and facilities with an internet service.
At present, they don’t buy wholesale services. However,
we do offer the option to purchase bulk bandwidth which
they can then shape and package themselves. We leave
it up to the customer to choose.
Question: Disaster communications using the CommsBox
is an important part of your business; how was it created
and how much does it cost?
Christian Patouraux: I was caught in the tsunami that hit
Thailand on December 26, 2004, and it was a life-changing
event. I was on a small island where the rate of death hit
50 percent. Two towers operated on battery for an hour
and a half, and then all communication ceased. The entire
island was shut off from the rest of the world. Nothing was
working. People were severely wounded, and nobody
could come and help them.
I’ve also seen many other disasters—cyclones,
earthquakes, volcanic eruptions—and communications are
really at the heart of disaster response, which is what
happens in the first four days after the disaster strikes.
People run out of food and water; there is no sanitation;
victims are hurt and need to be evacuated by emergency
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rescue teams. The Pacific Islands are especially vulnerable
to natural disasters. So, we created CommsBox
(www.kacific.com/kacific-commsbox), a self-contained
system that works with just one touch of a button. It doesn’t
require any training to operate, just a simple pictorial, 5step user guide. Anyone on the scene only need open the
box, push the button, and be connected instantly with
Kacific’s satellite internet.
Local and state governments and NGOs are the biggest
customers. They store the equipment in disaster-prone
areas or dispatch it from a central warehouse. The system
costs US$60,000 and it comes with five-year broadband
loaded into it, so there is no need to call us to have it
activated. CommsBox can be deployed anywhere
throughout the Kacific1 coverage area. In the future, when
we’ll have a second satellite, this system will be usable
anywhere at any time across an even bigger coverage area.
Question: How was Kacific able to help communities hit
by typhoon Odette and cyclone Harold?
Christian Patouraux: Some local providers had a stock of
our dishes and were able to redeploy shortly after typhoon
Odette passed. We did find out about a diesel power plant
located about a 90-minute drive from Surigao City that had
been knocked out for two months after the typhoon. They
finally contacted a Kacific provider who got them up and
running on our system, and they are still using it because
the service is better than the ADSL they had before.
The same was true for cyclone Harold. Providers had
dishes in storage, which they could then set up after the
storm. One of our dishes was sheltered by a house, so it
remained live throughout the entire event, and we saw
images of the heart of the cyclone unfolding during the
night in Vanuatu. Because ease of service access is one of
our attributes, providers were able to get additional
equipment to the affected locations quickly, plant the
replacement dish in the ground, and activate the system
within a few hours.

#Kacific #DisasterRevovery #IoT #CommsBox
We connected to a hospital within a day or two after
the cyclone hit, and we were the first to reconnect several
islands, including Pentecost Island, which was very badly
hit by the storm. During these times, the system is usually
shared among multiple parties to power up the community.
For example, as we connected the hospital, the community
surrounding the hospital was able to access the internet
as well, with a small purchase of vouchers.
Question: Kacific signed an MoU with Farmer Charlie to
address sustainable agriculture, climate change, land
management, and risk mitigation for drought and floods
for small farmers in remote communities; how did this
partnership come about, and how is it proceeding?
Christian Patouraux: Kacific has thousands and thousands
of users across Indonesia, the Philippines, Papua New
Guinea, and the Pacific Islands. We have wanted to operate
an Internet of Things (IoT) system on the existing base of
end-user terminals for some time. These terminals could
be augmented to connect IoT devices within 10, 20, or even
30 kilometres around the base by deploying specific IoT
gateways.
We had discussed this idea with a few experts, and then
I met Betty Bonnardel, Farmer Charlie’s CEO, when she
came to Singapore with a delegation from the UK. She told
me that Farmer Charlie was developing IoT devices and
special gateways that can extend VSAT systems 10 to 30
kilometres out. That was very interesting to us because it
was very much in line with our vision. We could tap into a
different type of market for soil monitoring, security, and
turning systems on and off remotely via a data stream that
one could send to other devices. This would change the
way rural communities operate by connecting them and
enhancing their security.
We’ve had a few discussions and the partnership is
shaping up.
The same department within Kacific that created the
CommsBox is looking after this project. We are a few
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months away from rolling this out on a small scale, and I
hope that we will increase our reach and the scale of
deployment within a year.
Question: How are Kacific’s solutions different from other
satellite solutions?
Christian Patouraux: First of all, Kacific is low-cost, highspeed, and high access service packaged together in one
offering. Our systems are easy to install, using very nimble
equipment that can be deployed in rural areas anywhere
in the coverage. Each entry-level terminal can achieve
50Mbps in download speeds and 10Mbps in upload speeds
on a 1.2m antenna.
Customers pay a modest amount of money. The
threshold set by UNESCO is 2 percent of the gross national
income (GNI) per capita per month for one gigabyte, and
today we are at about 1.4 percent of the GNI per capita per
month for one gigabyte in Papua New Guinea, which is
one of the least affluent target markets, hence performing
well within these affordability benchmarks.
We are not selling directly to the customer, rather, we
have local partners who sell our services. We provide an
additional layer of service instead of some other operator
that offers direct services in Asia but operates out of
another part of the world. We now have a network of more
than 300 authorized distributors in Indonesia, the
Philippines, Papua New Guinea, and the Pacific Islands.
Kacific can then leverage this network to provide after-
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sales support and customer care service. We also have 27
warehouses that stock our equipment across all our
markets and deliver the customer equipment directly to
places where it is needed. It is an extremely challenging
and time-consuming effort to put such a network into place
and we have built it one brick at a time.
Question: What are Kacific’s plans?
Christian Patouraux: Our business is growing quickly, and
our current satellite is already almost 60 percent utilized
after only two years into service.
According to an independent consultant who reviewed
our impact on socio-economic development, the current
Kacific service to the healthcare sector saves
approximately 3,000 lives each year. Having connectivity
in extremely precarious environments is curbing mortality
for the most vulnerable individuals in rural and remote
areas including infants, young mothers, children, the
elderly, and the sick. Similarly, it is estimated that Kacific
currently provides daily e-education to approximately
15,000 school kids; and these numbers are swiftly
increasing. Hence, we want to leverage our success and
our development impact and deepen our reach into
Southeast Asia and into South Asia, and further our
expansion westwards after that. We have a proposal for
two more satellites and have received bids from worldclass manufacturers. We should be ready to sign an
agreement later this year.

Santo Sunset Environmental Network at Wunpuku Dispensary in remote Western Santo Sanma province using 3 Link for
environmental and disaster recovery. Photo courtesy Kacific
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